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The birth of three white buffalo - An Extraordinary Sign!
This year on Mother's Day weekend in America, a very special event took place. Three white 
bison calves were born in Bend, Oregon into a her...
****************************************************************************************************
Another source of “Indian Archives” are in the writings of non-Indians with whom they 
interacted.  The papers of former Secretaries of Interior as well as members of Congress are 
often full of “clues”.  Following are some examples.  Happy hunting.  sdc

Cecil D. Andrus  Published by Boise State University - Albertsons Library                            
Democrat Cecil D. Andrus (1931- ) served as U.S. Secretary of the Interior from 1977 until 1981 
during the Carter administration. He was also elected to the Idaho Senate (1960, 1964, and 1964) 
and as Governor of Idaho (1970, 1974, 1986, and 1990), becoming the longest-serving governor 
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in Idaho's history. This collection includes 2,000 photographs from the Cecil D. Andrus Papers 
(MSS 140) which span his personal and professional life, including his two terms as Governor of 
Idaho and his term as Secretary of the Interior under President Carter.

Browse all record in Cecil D. Andrus 
********************************************************************************************************
http://archiveswest.orbiscascade.org/ark:/80444/xv85514#overview                                 
MC 172    Summary                                                                                                                                 
Lee Metcalf (1911-1978) served as U.S. Congressman from Montana from 1952 to 1961 
and as U.S. Senator from 1961 until his death in 1978. The papers reflect Metcalf's wide range 
of interests, but especially reflect his involvement in public utilities regulation and protection of 
the natural environment. Over half of the collection consists of general correspondence 
(1951-1978) arranged alphabetically by subject and government agency. Name index card files 
of correspondents are available, one of which is organized alphabetically, another is arranged 
by location in Montana. Additionally in the collection are series for bills, printed materials, 
campaign materials, speeches and writings, voting records, and clippings. The Vic Reinemer 
Subgroup consists of general correspondence, outgoing correspondence, and subject files 
generated by Reinemer in his capacity as Metcalf's executive secretary and as staff director of 
the Senate Subcommittee on Banking, Management, and Expenditures. A number of pieces of 
correspondence throughout the collection have a corresponding photograph which is housed in 
the Lee Metcalf Photograph Collection (Lot 31). A photocopied photograph can be found with a 
number of these pieces of correspondence in the collection.

Repository:  Montana Historical Society, Research Center Archives
1961-1969 76 / 1 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Brockton School
1974  76 / 2  Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Blackfeet Medical Facility
1976  76 / 3 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Chippewa-Cree Health Center
1974-1975 76 / 4 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service
1967-1970 76 / 5 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Forest Service
1966-1967 76 / 6 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Geologic Survey
1967  76 / 7 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs
1967  76 / 8 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management
1967  76 / 9 Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Mount Haggin Purchase
1975-1976 76 / 10Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Museum of the Plains Indians
1967  76 / 11Appropriations: Department of the Interior, National Endowment for the 
     Arts
1969  76 / 12Appropriations: Department of the Interior, National Park Service
1967-1968 76 / 13Appropriations: Department of the Interior, Water Research
*************************************************************************************************
And then there was Sam Ervin          (for those of us who lived through Watergate)                         
http://northcarolinahistory.org/encyclopedia/sam-ervin-1896-1985/

According to historian Troy Kickler, Ervin’s charm, humor, and cleverness made the Senator “an 
underestimated foe on numerous occasions.” When his rivals and enemies seemed to have the 
upper hand, Senator Sam’s Southern charm allowed the seemingly simple politician to rise from 
the ashes during hard times. In 1968, Senator Ervin pushed for Native American rights, but his 
opponents on the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs formed a legislative 
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roadblock to Ervin’s Indian Bill of Rights proposal. Senator Sam, in one of his most cunning 
political moves while in the Senate, attached the Indian Bill of Rights to a bill that had already 
passed the House. Bypassing the opposing House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 
Senator Sam successfully maneuvered around his political enemies, and the Indian Bill of Rights 
became law in 1968.                                                                                       
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                                                                                                                                                              
https://www.nytimes.com/1970/11/15/archives/senator-ervin-thinks-the-constitution-should-be-
taken-like-mountain.html

But Ervin has his own ways of getting things done. He likes to tell how he got his Indian‐rights 
bill enacted in 1968:

“I offered my bill as an amendment to the civil‐rights bill, which had already passed the House. 
Mike Mansfield, the majority leader, came to me and implored me not to do it. He said he had a 
pledge from Manny Celler [Represent ative Emanuel Celler of New York, chairman of the House 
Judiciary Committee] that his committee would hold hear ings on my bill right away, said that 
won't do me, my bill is not in Judiciary, it's being blocked in the House Interior Committee.

“So Mike went back and talked to the chairman of the House Interior Committee, who said there 
was no opposi tion to the bill in committee — it was just that they were so bogged down with 
other work that they hadn't gotten to it. I said, We can just save them that much work by putting 
my bill into this bill.

“The chair ruled that my amendment was not germane. And I made a speech in which I said that 
this ruling had real ly scalped the Indians and that the rights of Indians were certainly germane to 
a bill dealing with black men. The Senate voted to Overrule the chair, and the bill, with my 
amendment, passed both Houses and became law.”                                                              
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                                           
Senator Sam Ervin, Last of the Founding Fathers                                                                                 
https://books.google.com/books?isbn=1458722317

Karl E. Campbell - 2009 - Biography & Autobiography
[52] Ervin collected this and other stories relating to Native Americans on typed note cards found 
in Ervin Papers, box 404, folder 393. [53] Ibid. [54] “Ervin Urges ...
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A little addendum to Watergate.................the original bill submitted for what became “PL 
93-638”, the Indian Self Determination and Education Act” started its journey under the 
Nixon Administration but before Watergate.  The original bill authorized Tribes to contract 
ANY federal agency services but after the machinations of Watergate, came out with 
authorization to contract with IHs and BIA only.  sdc
******************************************************************************
How Humans Have Altered Earth’s Water Resources               Eric Holthaus, Grist 

Holthaus writes: "For millennia, humans have harnessed rivers, built dams, and dug wells to 
quench our growing civilization. Now, for the first time, we have a picture of what all those 
generations have wrought on our blue planet’s most defining resource." READ MORE
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****************************************************************************** 
CHAPTER ONE:
Origins of Nez Perce National Historical Park
The Nez Perce Tribe                                                                                                                 
There were about 2,100 Nez Perces on the tribal roll in 1960, with some three-fourths of all tribal 
members residing on the reservation. The dominant tribal concern then, as now, was how to 
improve economic conditions on the reservation. While some Nez Perces found employment in 
the lumber mills and others worked in the woods or farmed their own land, many others faced a 
critical lack of employment opportunities on the reservation. Only about thirty percent of adult 
male tribal members who lived on the reservation had full-time employment. Another twenty-
five percent of this group had seasonal employment. Considering that the average Nez Perce 
family income was approximately $950 per year, and considering further the reluctance shown 
by most Nez Perces to move off the reservation, it followed that the foremost tribal concern was 
to foster job growth on the reservation. [16]

The Nez Perce Tribe also took a keen interest in reservation land issues. The majority of the 
reservation was checkerboarded by allotments, some of which were owned by individual Nez 
Perces and some by non-Indians. The majority of the reservation acreage was leased to non-
Indians for agricultural purposes. The tribe held only a remnant of the reservation lands. The Nez 
Perce Tribe was seeking to bring reservation lands back into tribal ownership, and was 
accomplishing this by purchasing one parcel at a time. Although the tribe's land acquisition 
program aimed at improving the tribe's contemporary economic base, it had underpinnings in the 
Nez Perces' cultural tradition too. As tribal leader Richard A. Halfmoon explained in 1970, the 
Nez Perces traditionally regarded the area as their homeland; no person "owned the earth," but 
members of a group enjoyed the privilege of living on a portion of the earth, and there the earth 
provided them with resources they needed to live. [17]

A third tribal concern, more strongly felt among the elders than the young people, was how to 
preserve Nez Perce culture. To some Nez Perces it seemed that the medicine dance, the root 
feast, and other traditional customs were in danger of extinction. The Nez Perce people were 
approaching a time when full-bloods would constitute a minority of the tribe. Some Nez Perces 
began to have discussions about what the tribal government might do to preserve the Nez Perce 
cultural heritage. [18]

The Nez Perce Tribe had a constitution and bylaws (adopted in 1948 and revised in 1961) and a 
nine-member governing body, the Nez Perce 
Tribal Executive Committee (NPTEC). 
NPTEC was charged with administering tribal 
economic development, managing human and 
natural resource programs, and monitoring 
investment of tribal income and assets. [19] 

Colonel Samuel Sturgis attempted to intercept 
the Nez Perce as they entered Canyon Creek. 
Warriors held him off, allowing the column to 
escape.
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Perce Tribe received judgment awards for three cases before the Indian Claims Commission. The 
first award  This last function became especially important in the late 1950s and early 1960s after 
the Nez — for $2.8 million — stemmed from the tribe's loss of its accustomed fishing place at 
Celilo Falls on the Columbia River. The second award — for $4.2 million — compensated the 
tribe for the unfairly low price paid for Nez Perce lands in 1863 during Idaho's gold rush. The 
third award — for $3 million — was to compensate the Nez Perce for gold taken from the 
reservation illegally before the reservation had been reduced in size. In the words of tribal 
attorney Theodore H. Little, the judgments created an "upsurge of hope among the Nez Perce, 
and a desire to build for the future." [20]

Nez Perces disagreed on how the judgment funds could best be used. Some wanted to apportion 
the money among all tribal members on a per capita basis, while others wanted NPTEC to make 
discretionary use of the funds for long term economic development on the reservation. The 
conflict over proper use of tribal funds was often sharp, and tribal elections for NPTEC positions 
would often focus on this issue. [21] At first those Nez Perces in favor of per capita payments 
had their way. The Celilo Falls judgment award was dispensed in $1,400 cash allotments to all 
tribal members with recommendations that it be used for the purchase of home improvements, 
farm machinery, and the like. [22] Federal officials later maintained, with tacit concurrence from 
some tribal leaders, that the economic benefits from those expenditures had been short-lived and 
disappointing. [23] They recommended that a portion of the money should be held in trust while 
the tribe developed a long term economic development plan for the reservation. Some tribal 
members were receptive to the idea of working with the federal government to invest the tribal 
judgement funds wisely. As will be seen, the judgment funds would play a crucial role in the 
campaign for establishing Nez Perce National Historical Park. Perhaps fittingly, a portion of the 
money received by the Nez Perce Tribe for its loss of lands a century earlier would now be used 
to invoke the idea of "Nez Perce country" in a new incarnation — as a historical artifact and 
unifying theme for the Nez Perce National Historical Park.

The spirit of cooperation between NPTEC, the NPS, and the BIA reflected a broad change in 
federal Indian policy taking place in Washington, D.C. following the presidential election of 
1960. During the previous decade, the Eisenhower Administration and a Republican-led 
Congress had sought to implement a policy of "termination" through which federal trust 
responsibility to Indian tribes would be reduced. Ostensibly aimed at "freeing" Indians from the 
BIA bureaucracy, termination threatened to eliminate the tribes' special relationship to the federal 
government and abrogate the Indians' treaty rights. Although only a handful of federally-
recognized Indian tribes were actually "terminated," the policy cast a pall over all Indian tribes. 
Tribal governments balked at taking over services provided by the BIA for fear of appearing 
"advanced" and ready for termination. [24]

Idaho's Senator Frank Church, Montana's Senator Lee Metcalf, and other prominent western 
senators and congressmen began to oppose the termination policy by the end of the decade. John 
F. Kennedy denounced the termination policy during the presidential election campaign of 1960. 
He promised Indians that there would be no change in treaty relationships without the consent of 
the tribes concerned. Kennedy further declared that "there would be protection of the Indian land 
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base, credit assistance, and encouragement of tribal planning for economic development." The 
government would take "no steps to impair the cultural heritage of any group." Kennedy chose 
Stewart L. Udall, a congressman from Arizona with a deep interest in Indian affairs, to be his 
Secretary of the Interior. Udall immediately appointed a task force on Indian affairs, whose 
report became the blueprint for the administration's Indian policy. One member of the task force, 
anthropologist and former Lieutenant Governor of Wisconsin Philleo Nash, was appointed 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. [25]

Both Udall and Nash believed that Indian tourism held great promise as a way to improve 
economic conditions on many Indian reservations. Indian tourism — the marketing of Indian 
villages, ceremonies, and arts and crafts to non-Indian tourists — already had a long history in 
the Southwest where the Pueblo Indians, for example, had begun to derive significant income 
from tourists as early as the 1920s. [26] Another precedent could be found among the Eastern 
Cherokees, who established a tourist industry in the decade and a half after World War II which 
revolved around a Cherokee pageant, a reconstructed Cherokee village, and a Museum of the 
Cherokee Indian. [27] Udall thought that Indian groups could learn from the experience of the 
Southwest Indians, and he recommended to a group of Nez Perces that the tribe might send a 
delegation, at federal expense, to study an Apache-owned recreation center in his state of 
Arizona. [28] Commissioner Nash, for his part, was familiar with recent initiatives to develop a 
tourist trade around the Menominee Indian Reservation's attractive lakes and forests in northern 
Wisconsin, and from his new position he promptly pushed a proposal to develop recreational 
facilities on other Indian reservations throughout the United States.

Nez Perces by and large welcomed the Democratic Party's electoral victory in 1960 and the 
change of federal Indian policy that it promised. Democrats not only opposed termination, they 
were staunch allies of many tribes, including the Nez Perce. Idaho Senator Frank Church, Idaho 
Congresswoman Gracie Bowers Pfost, Washington Senators Henry M. Jackson and Warren G. 
Magnuson, and Montana Senator Lee Metcalf were such Democratic Party politicians. The Nez 
Perce Tribe's legal counsel in Washington, D.C., Richard Schifter, was a partner in the 
prestigious law firm of Strasser, Spiegelberg, Fried, Frank & Kampelman, and a former student 
of the preeminent Indian rights lawyer of the New Deal era, Felix S. Cohen. [29] Since the Nez 
Perce Tribe had strong ties to the Democratic Party, the election of John F. Kennedy held 
promise for the tribe.

In March 1961, NPTEC 
Chairman Richard A. 
Halfmoon inquired about 
obtaining technical 
assistance from the 
National Park Service on 
a proposal to develop 
some tourist attractions 
on the reservation. 
Schifter, NPTEC's 
liaison in Washington, 
contacted Assistant 
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Secretary of the Interior John A. Carver, Jr. and drafted a letter for Senator Frank Church to send 
to the Department of the Interior in support of NPTEC's proposal. [30] Carver directed the NPS 
to consult with the Nez Perce Tribe on its tourist development proposal. The NPS assigned 
Daniel F. Burroughs, chief of the Columbia River Recreation Survey Branch of the NPS located 
in Portland, Oregon, to the task. In May 1961, Burroughs met with Halfmoon, four other NPTEC 
members, and William E. Ensor, Jr., the BIA's superintendent of Northern Idaho Indian Agency, 
and accompanied the group on a field survey. This appears to have been the first instance of 
direct cooperation between the Nez Perce Tribe and the NPS. [31]

Burroughs listed six different projects which the tribe had taken under consideration. These 
included a museum; a reconstructed Nez Perce village; a western fort that would include stores 
for the sale of Nez Perce arts and crafts; an amphitheater in which tribal members could perform 
dances, ceremonies, and other tribal customs; a community hall for the transaction of tribal 
business, as well as for use by non
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-Indian organizations such as the Boy Scouts; and tourist accommodations, including motels, 
restaurants, service stations, automobile campgrounds. Burroughs concluded that the scenic 
attractions of the region, together with the traffic on U.S. 95 between Lewiston and Boise and 
State Route 9 up the Clearwater Valley, would justify some kind of well-planned development. 
[32]

Less than a month after Burroughs's quick survey, Secretary Udall met with NPTEC at Spalding 
State Park. NPTEC members Allen Slickpoo and Harrison Lott, tribal attorney Theodore H. 
Little, and Irving Faling, a member of the tourism promotion organization called "Advance 
Idaho", briefed Udall on the proposed tribal enterprises. The development could include an 
Indian village, a handicraft store, a horse racing track, and rodeo grounds, Udall was told. "Jobs 
would be provided for hundreds of Indians in the area, as this program gradually developed," 
Faling said, "and the entire Lewiston area would derive great benefits from the tourists attracted 
to the region." Udall expressed strong support for the proposal, drawing comparisons between 
what the Nez Perce Tribe could offer and what some Indian groups in the Southwest had 
achieved by way of tourism development. He encouraged the non-Indian community to work 
closely with the Nez Perce Tribe and noted approvingly the emphasis on promoting tribal 
income. "When Indians are the magnets to attract these tourists, as they often are," Udall said, 
"they certainly should share in the economic benefits." [33]

Udall opposed short term fixes, stressing the importance of using tribal judgment funds for the 
development of long-range programs to promote job growth and educational opportunities for 
tribal members. Per capita payments were invariably spent on consumer commodities, Udall 
remarked, "and in a few months or years there is nothing to show for it." [34] Congress had 
appropriated judgment funds for the Nez Perce Tribe only two weeks prior to Udall's visit. His 
concern over how the money would be used certainly must have been an important factor behind 
his visit. Indeed, uncomfortable with leaving the fate of those funds to tribal politics, Udall 
decreed on September 11, 1961, that no more per capita payments could be made out of Nez 
Perce trust funds until the tribe had an approved economic development plan. The Secretary's 
directive placed NPTEC members in an awkward position as they stood for reelection. In the 
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long run, however, it probably bolstered the position of those Nez Perces who wanted NPTEC to 
seize the initiative for economic development planning. [35]

On July 26, 1961, NPTEC adopted resolution 61-143, providing for the establishment of a Nez 
Perce Tribal Development Advisory Committee. The purpose of the committee was to 
investigate various economic opportunities that would create jobs and improve the standard of 
living of tribal members. The committee's specific charge was to develop an overall economic 
development program to guide use of the Nez Perce judgment award funds. The committee was 
to report to NPTEC on an advisory basis. [36]

Non-Indians were invited to serve with tribal members on the committee. As the new entity 
described itself to the Nez Perce tribal membership in its initial report, the Development 
Advisory Committee represented a "cooperative community project" in keeping with the 
government's broad new Indian policy of stimulating long term investment on Indian 
reservations. [37] Committee members included Allen Slickpoo, Angus A. Wilson, and Frank 
Penney of NPTEC, Marcus Ware and Theodore H. Little of the Spalding Museum Foundation, 
and William F. Johnston of the Lewiston Morning Tribune. Johnston chaired the tourism 
subcommittee. The formation of this committee joined together the older non-Indian 
preservationist movement for a historical park with the newer reservation-oriented movement for 
tourism development. Henceforth, the Development Advisory Committee would work with NPS 
and BIA officials and legislators to hone the Nez Perce National Historical Park proposal 
between 1961 and 1965. The fusion of these two interest groups was a crucial turning point in 
the origins of Nez Perce National Historical Park. [38]

Chapter One                                                                                                                         
Introduction | The Non-Indian Preservationists | The Nez Perce Tribe

The Campaign for Nez Perce National Historical Park | Interpretation of the Act
****************************************************************************************************
Maybe they should be invited to a powwow!

             Bored Panda                                           
Awesome Lebanese Dabke dancing  Credit: زوم توب Zoom Tube       
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 OMG This is Wrong!‘  Retired English Teacher Marks Up White House Letter             
 By Christina Caron
Yvonne Mason, a retired high school teacher, wrote notes about grammar and clarity on a letter 
she received from the White House. After marking up the letter, she mailed it back.May 27, 2018
                                                                                                                                                          
The notes were sprawled across a letter bearing President Trump’s signature.

In the top left corner: “Have y’all tried grammar & style check?”

At the top right: “Federal is capitalized only when used as part of a proper noun.”

And toward the bottom: “OMG this is WRONG!”

The letter, dated May 3 and printed on White House stationery, was addressed to Yvonne Mason, 
61, a former high school English teacher who retired last year but hadn’t quite left “grading-
paper mode,” she said on Sunday.

So when she received the letter in the mail, she pulled out her go-to purple pen and started 
making corrections. Then she snapped a picture, posted the letter on Facebook and mailed it back 
to the White House.

“It was a poorly worded missive,” she said. “Poor writing is not something I abide. If someone is 
capable of doing better, then they should do better.” 

Ms. Mason, a Democrat who lives in Atlanta, had written to Mr. Trump to ask that he visit each 
family of those who died in the shooting that killed 17 people at a school in Parkland, Fla., in 
February.

“I had written to them in anger, to tell you the truth,” she said. “I thought he owed it to these 
grieving families.”

The letter she received did not address her concerns, she said. Instead, it listed a series of actions 
taken after the shooting, like listening sessions, meetings with lawmakers and the STOP School 
Violence Act, a bill that would authorize $500 million over 10 years for safety improvements at 
schools but had no provisions related to guns.

Yvonne Mason, who said, “Poor writing is not something I abide.”CreditBilly Howard 

A sentence about a “rule” banning devices that turn legal guns into illegal machine guns was 
unclear. “Explain ‘rule,’” she wrote.

There was more, but she didn’t correct everything. “I did not mention the dangling modifier,” she 
said. “I focused mainly on mechanics.”

“Nation” was capitalized, so was “states.” Ms. Mason circled both.
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However, a style manual for the federal government calls for capitalizing “Nation” and “Federal”  
when the words are used as a synonym for the United States. It says “State” should be capitalized 
when it is referring to the government or legislature. In letters from Presidents Barack Obama 
and George W. Bush that constituents posted online, words like “Nation” and “President” are 
capitalized.

The White House did not immediately respond to a request for comment.

The letter stood in contrast to other letters she has received from politicians, Ms. Mason said. 
Senator Lindsey Graham, Republican of South Carolina, sent “beautiful” letters that struck a 
tone that “makes me more important than him,” she said.

She has written to several legislators in South Carolina, where she taught Advanced Placement 
English language and composition.

Following up on a New Year’s resolution, she has written a postcard to the White House every 
day since Jan. 1, she said.                                                                                                                     
            
When she was teaching, she wanted to show her students that their voices mattered, even if 

they weren’t old enough to vote, she said.    
***************************************************************************************************                                            
NBC DFW                                                                                                                                     
A North Texas kindergarten class has a daily morning routine of shaking hands, making 
eye contact and smiling every day when they start class. http://on.nbcdfw.com/w8WM9rb 
**************************************************************************** 

The Years Project posted an episode of We Can Solve This.                            
On July 21st young Americans are taking to the streets to demand Washington take on climate 
change. But does marching really make a difference? Sign up with Zero Hour and find out: 
https://bit.ly/2HJgYRV #YEARSproject #ThisisZeroHour 
****************************************************************************************************

Breakfast                                           
A Māori academic has condemned the motives behind Kiwi life coach Sally Anderson's moko, 
labelling it a mixture of "business branding" and "cultural appropriati...         See More 
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******************************************************************************
New study connects white American bigotry with support for authoritarianism

The research suggests that when intolerant white people fear democracy may benefit 
marginalized people, they abandon their commitment to democracy.  nbcnews.com    
*************************************************************************************
The Farmer's Table at GirlFarm: Wendy Baroli Goes Sustainable                           
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_tvJtUHnmU 
*****************************************************************************
This Farm of the Future Uses No Soil and 95% Less Water                                      
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_tvJtUHnmU 
************************************************************************
http://www.councilvalleymuseum.com/NEWSPAPER%20NOTES.txt
****************************************************************************************************
May 28  in 1891 in the trial of Brulé Lakota Plenty Horses for shooting and killing Army 
Lieutenant Edward Casey in the Badlands of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, faced 
with the prospect of having to try the soldiers who murdered Native Americans at 
Wounded Knee Creek, presiding judge George Shiras Jr. found that Plenty Horses was 
acting as a soldier at war, and instructed the jurors to find that a state of war existed at 
the time of Caseyʼs death, effectively finding him innocent;  in 1892 John Muir and 
friends started the Sierra Club   (thanks DennisM)

We Are Native American
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